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A

s proxy season 2016 begins in

on compensation. We have also looked

of corporate governance, as well as why

earnest, compensation is again

at the ten investors who vote most

he wants to see more funds announce

the topic everyone is talking

aggressively on compensation in the

their votes in advance. His hope is that

about. Despite years of practice since

US and UK, so you know who is hardest

“companies will realize they perform

Say on Pay votes were introduced, our

to please.

better if investors bring their brains to

feature article this month highlights an
alarming fact—the biggest investors
are becoming less likely to support
executive compensation packages, not
more.
Bad news has been rolling in pretty
regularly this year. First BP failed to
pass its remuneration report after
an

astonishing

60%

of

investors

“

work as owners.”

Weir Group
failed its
binding
remuneration
policy with 72% of
investors voting against.”

We also talk about the next step for
proxy access. As Jim says, “Companies
have adopted a version that limits
groups to 20 shareholders, which is
only going to happen if the likes of
BlackRock, Vanguard and State Street
join together to make nominations.” It
seems there is consensus from proxy

voted against it. On the same day,

There is also an analysis of investors

access proponents CalPERS and the

Smith & Nephew also failed to pass

rationale for voting on compensation

New York City Pension Funds on this,

its remuneration report, with 53% of

and quotes from industry experts on

as both have announced this month

investors voting against.

why investors have started voting more

that they are putting forward new proxy

aggressively and ways to avoid the

access proposals and are looking to

Since then there has been a number of

embarrassment of a negative vote on

improve existing ones.

other meetings with very contentious

pay.

votes on compensation. Weir Group

With 80 million votes now represented,

failed its binding remuneration policy

Obviously,

compensation

will

likely

Proxy Insight is the only tool to offer the

with 72% of investors voting against,

remain a thorny issue for investors in

voting intelligence necessary to navigate

Shire only just passed its remuneration

years to come. Yet as long as companies

today’s investor relations market. If you

report as 50.55% of investors voted

remain responsive to the expectations

are not a client and would like to take a

in favor of the proposal and Anglo

of investors and learn from the mistakes

look, we would be delighted to offer you

American faced significant opposition

of their predecessors hopefully they can

a trial. Please get in touch.

to its remuneration report with 42%

avoid having to face an investor revolt

voting against.

on say on pay.

So if you want to know which investors

The interview this month is a man many

to watch this year look no further than

know by reputation, James McRitchie,

this month’s main article. We have

publisher of CorpGov.net. We discuss

conducted an analysis of compensation

with him a range of topics including

which includes a comparison of US and

why he is such a prolific proponent of

UK voting for the ten largest investors

shareholder resolutions and advocate

nick.dawson@proxyinsight.com. 
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Spotlight on boards
An interview with James McRitchie, publisher of
CorpGov.net and Shareholder Advocate.

What motivates you to keep such a

It’s easier to see the differences you

we’ll have greater accountability in both

close eye on the companies you invest

make at small companies. I’ve been

realms.

in, and indeed, to influence them?

working with one for several years. At
first there was considerable resistance,

The system of proxy voting as a fiduciary

Part of it is that I’d like to make money,

but over the last year and a half they’ve

obligation, created in large part by Bob

and by influencing companies you

been more receptive. I’ve tried to

Monks, was another huge improvement,

can help them make more money. Of

convince the founder to take on some

but is one that mainstream funds haven’t

course, I also want to make society a

more critical board members and now

taken seriously enough. Their proxy

better place, but it’s like how initially

everything is no longer only on the CEO’s

votes are too frequently at odds with

you had the Frederick Taylor school

shoulders. It’s harder to see the direct

their public pronouncements on issues

of management that said workers

impact at larger companies, but there’s

like climate change and executive pay.

were replaceable parts - gradually

evidence to show that good corporate

companies realized that they were

governance leads to higher stock prices.

better off if employees brought their

Several of us are likely to buy into these
funds and put forward proposals looking

brains to work. Hopefully, companies

Has corporate democracy improved

at the dichotomy between what they’re

will realize they will perform better if

in the time you’ve been an active

saying and doing. I had to withdraw

investors bring their brains to work as

participant?

one such proposal at BlackRock this

owners.

season, but will be back next year.
Yes, substantially. When I first got

You started off studying what forms

involved, CEOs appointed boards. Now,

Are small shareholders still treated very

of organization helped employees be

boards are supposedly independent

differently than large institutions when

more productive. How does what you

from management. That’s better than

making proposals?

do help companies carry out their

it was but I’m trying to push boards to

business better?

become dependent — on shareholders.

Definitely. They haven’t taken public
pension funds to court for filing proxy

Yes, I ran California’s Co-operative

With larger companies, most of which

proposals!

Development

some

have adopted it, majority-voting means

resources to respond quickly, so probably

direct work with employer-owners,

we can at least get rid of directors. That’s

get fewer no-action letter requests.

and could see the difference. Later,

another step in the right direction.

when

I

Program

headed

regulations

for

an

did

legislation

and

Larger

funds

have

the

There is more co-operation [between

environmental

In our political democracy, founding

individuals and the big institutions]

protection agency, I would sit down

documents declared that all men are

now, especially with New York City,

with companies to write laws and

created equal.

Even though they

CalSTRS and CalPERS on proxy access.

realized we weren’t really regulating

certainly didn’t have the same legal

If someone else is going to make a

them - the companies were essentially

rights, at least there was something

proposal, I’m happy to withdraw mine.

regulating us! It got me thinking

they could point to in arguing for more

None of our proposals pass without the

about how investors could be a more

democracy.

support of public and mainstream funds.

powerful and positive influence on

is somewhat similar. The mechanisms

companies.

look democratic. Hopefully, someday

Corporation

governance

We’ve had many successes.
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“I’M TRYING TO PUSH BOARDS TO BECOME
DEPENDENT — ON SHAREHOLDERS.”

“

I want to
see more
of an owner
mentality. That
can happen if funds
announce their votes in
advance.”

What’s the issue just around the corner

proxy voting, why not announce your

that is going to take off like proxy

votes in advance and influence other

access has?

voters?

I’m

hoping

implementation

that

issue

is

the

of

proxy

access.

Do you see a universal ballot happening
in the near future?

Companies have adopted a version that
limits groups to 20 shareholders, which

The universal ballot will probably have to

is only going to happen if the likes of

wait until the SEC has a full commission

BlackRock, Vanguard and State Street

and maybe a new administration. But I

join together to make nominations.

do think it will happen. With the growth

That seems unlikely. We’re trying to fix

in hedge fund activism, it’s an obvious

that with amendments. Once that is

problem that you can’t split your vote

accomplished, I hope the next trend will

except at the meeting itself.

be shareowners nominating candidates
through the proxy access process. We

Given that this is an election year, has

might even see services facilitating the

political transparency been an important

coordination of such nominations.

issue and do you see any shifts on the
horizon?

“

You would like to see more funds
announce their votes in advance. Why?

Tools like Proxy
Insight certainly
help.”

Disclosure of donations to federal
candidates is going way up at large

Most retail shareholders don’t vote

companies. The more recent push is for

and don’t have a clue as to most of

disclosure of dues to trade associations,

the issues. Investor sites are full of

like the Chamber of Commerce, and the

trading tips but the discussions are all

push to disclosure donations to local

about betting where the price will be

candidates and for lobbying activities.

tomorrow or next week. I want to see

Bernie

more of an owner mentality. That can

influence Wall Street will hopefully lead

happen if funds announce their votes

Hillary Clinton to fulfilling some of her

in advance. If shareholders see those

promises in that area if she gets elected

votes in advance of the meeting, they

into office.

Sanders

highlighting

the

will start paying attention and will start
to see which funds put a lot of thought

In addition, there’s been more than

into acting as owners and which don’t.

a million comments in favour of an
SEC rulemaking to require disclosure

If you live in an area where people

of political contributions. Hopefully,

don’t vote, you won’t have as nice a

Republicans

community as somewhere people do.

consideration of that measure once the

If you announce your votes in advance,

elections are over.

will

stop

blocking

those votes get looked at a lot more
than those announced months after

Greater transparency and an end to

the meeting. The more you announce

corporate governance as a democracy-

in advance, the more you have to think

free zone; that’s what I hope is on the

about those votes, rather than defaulting

horizon. There is still a great deal of

ISS or other views. If your fund does

work to be done. Tools like Proxy Insight

devote serious time and energy into

certainly help. 
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The shareholder
spring returns


Compensation issues are again dominating annual
meeting season. Have shareholders begun to assert their
rights more aggressively, or have companies learned
nothing from years of dialogue?

An explosive start to this year’s proxy season has many observers calling 2016 the second Shareholder Spring. Significant
opposition to compensation at companies such as BP, Citigroup, Anglo American and Smith & Nephew has caused
embarrassment and surprise, while more investors seem willing not only to oppose management in key votes, but to engage
in very public debates on the subject.
In this special edition of Proxy Monthly, we ask what has made 2016 such a challenging year, and whether issuers across
the S&P 500 and FTSE100 yet to face shareholder votes are right to feel increasingly nervous.

Support for Say on Pay Votes

support so far in 2016, their London-

As Tony Wu, a Principal at Korn Ferry

listed counterparts are facing a chill

puts it, “A negative Say on Pay vote

Coming after the relative stability of

wind. Compared to 2015 levels of

outcome can be avoided if issuers are

2015, the level of opposition at some

support, the average for the FTSE100

willing to put in the time to prepare and

companies this year has come as a

has dropped nearly nine percentage-

understand the lay of the land when

shock. Between 2014 and 2015, the

points to 84.3%.

it comes to their proxy adviser and

average level of support for advisory

shareholder landscapes well in advance

(i.e. non-binding) Say on Pay Votes

That should cause concern at all

remained virtually the same at S&P500

companies. Several investors appear

and FTSE100 companies (92.4% in

to

their

That task won’t always be easy.

2014 and 92.3% in 2015 for the S&P

approach, leading to more aggressive

According to Alex Little, a Senior

500, and 93% in both years for the

stances. Yet the trend is not universal.

Consultant

FTSE 100). James Kroll, a Director

Many investors prone to voting against

Watson UK, “Investors’ expectations

at Willis Towers Watson in the US,

management have become more, not

of the levels of explanation and detail

says a 2-3% failure rate for Say on

less supportive, at the same time as

required from companies to justify their

Pay “is low and average shareholder

large asset managers have moved the

executive pay arrangements certainly

support regularly exceeds 90%.” That is

other way. Michelle Tan, a Principal

have increased over the past few years.”

reasonable, he argues—and “probably

at Hugessen Consulting advises

higher than most companies expected

issuers to “Know your shareholders.

Are shareholders really becoming more

initially.”

While it may seem like shareholders

aggressive?

be

radically

reappraising

of their annual shareholder meeting.”

at

Willis

Towers

vote in lock-step with each other, the
Yet given the column-inches devoted

rationale for their votes are varied and

First,

to the subject and the often personal

can even conflict.”

shareholders. Although many investors

attacks on individual board members,

observe

the

trend

among

continue to be generally supportive

one may be forgiven for expecting the

Moreover,

have

in the majority of Say on Pay votes,

average support levels to be much

dominated the rationales for discontent,

certain

issues

others are taking a far more aggressive

worse. Yet, while US issuers have

suggesting a path forward is available

stance. Table 1 (overleaf) details the

enjoyed a relatively constant level of

for those with a keen sense of danger.

voting in Advisory Say on Pay votes
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“WHILE IT MAY SEEM LIKE SHAREHOLDERS VOTE IN
LOCK-STEP WITH EACH OTHER, THE RATIONALE FOR
THEIR VOTES ARE VARIED AND CAN EVEN CONFLICT.”

UK
Investor
BlackRock
Vanguard Asset Management
State Street Global Advisors
Fidelity Management & Research

US

July ‘15 onwards

July ‘14 to June ‘15

July ‘13 to June ‘14

July ‘15 onwards

July ‘14 to June ‘15

July ‘13 to June ‘14

71.4%

93.4%

95.5%

96.4%

97.3%

97.2%

n/a

99.0%

98.0%

n/a

94.9%

94.7%

96.4%

92.9%

90.9%

90.1%

94.4%

92.5%

n/a

96.0%

95.2%

n/a

95.7%

95.0%

Fidelity Worldwide Investment

43.0%

65.2%

88.2%

62.5%

80.9%

91.9%

BNY Mellon Investment Management

78.3%

85.3%

85.1%

n/a

64.1%

63.6%

J.P. Morgan Asset Management

89.1%

91.2%

94.2%

78.4.%

91.4%

93.2%

Goldman Sachs Asset Management

84.5%

78.9%

83.1%

n/a

98.1%

97.7%

Northern Trust Asset Management

97.1%

98.8%

100.0%

96.8%

98.1%

99.2%

n/a

96.9%

97.0%

n/a

95.2%

88.5%

Wellington Management

Table 1: Top 10 largest investors voting on compensation 					

Source: Proxy Insight

Numbers in italics illustrate limited sample size

at UK and US companies by the top 20

& Research and Fidelity Worldwide are

With this in mind, issuers would be

Investors since 2013.

completely separate businesses].

well-advised to consider why investors
are behaving the way they are, and

While BlackRock, State Street, Fidelity

There

regional

whether “red-line” policies are starting

Management & Research, Northern

differences. While in aggregate the

to eat into support for increasingly

Trust and Wellington continue to support

top ten investors are marginally more

complex pay packages.

the vast majority of votes, Fidelity

aggressive in the UK than in the US,

Worldwide, BNY and JP Morgan are

Goldman Sachs and Fidelity Worldwide

all becoming more aggressive. Indeed,

have

Fidelity Worldwide’s emerging opposition

revealing a 15 percentage-point gap

While there is clear variance amongst

is worthy of note. Supporting 88% of UK

between support for US and UK

the top investors regarding voting for

votes in 2013/14, 65% in 2014/15 and

companies. BNY Mellon, on the other

Say on Pay, it is worth highlighting

a lowly 43% for the tail-end of 2015,

hand, is more than 20 percentage-

the attitudes of the most aggressive

this pattern is replicated in the US to a

points more aggressive in the US, a rare

investors. Table 2 details a selection

lesser extent. [NB Fidelity Management

feat.

of the most significant investors who

Selection of most aggressive investors
Investor

are

very

also

a

different

clear

The key aggressors

approaches,

UK

US

July ‘15 onwards

July ‘14 to June ‘15

July ‘13 to June ‘14

July ‘15 onwards

July ‘14 to June ‘15

July ‘13 to June ‘14

PGGM Investments

48.9%

52.3%

Aviva Investors

63.8%

58.7%

4.2%

23.0%

47.5%

56.2%

52.7%

14.3%

Fidelity Worldwide Management

47.1%

79.3%

70.6%

65.3%

88.3%

62.5%

80.9%

91.9%

Royal London Asset Management

77.3%

66.7%

46.6%

n/a

n/a

n/a

Columbia Threadneedle UK

74.3%

70.3%

73.3%

85.7%

84.6%

85.5%

Florida State Board of Administration

76.2%

75.3%

80.0%

58.7%

58.8%

78.1%

BMO Global Asset Management

86.1%

78.6%

81.2%

32.1%

32.2%

33.3%

Goldman Sachs Asset Management

84.5%

78.9%

83.1%

n/a

98.1%

97.7%

Dimensional Fund Advisors, Inc

88.2%

80.8%

59.5%

76.2%

80.6%

85.3%

APG (Stichting PF ABP)

84.0%

82.6%

68.9%

23.7%

22.0%

24.3%

Table 2: A selection of the most aggressive key investors					
Numbers in italics illustrate limited sample size

Source: Proxy Insight

“NON-DISCLOSURE OF BONUS TARGETS CONTINUES TO
BE A RED LINE WITH INVESTORS.”

Undue Ratcheting up of pay
Inappropriate Discretionary
Payments
Lack of respective
Disclosure on Bonus Awards

Inappropriate Contract

Lack of Disclosure
Excessive Actual/Potential
Pay Level

Lack/Low Performance Link

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

US
UK
Aviva’s Key Reasons for Opposing Remuneration Reports					

Source: Proxy Insight

oppose say on pay votes in the UK and

PGGM is unrepresentative of the broader

opposition for the sheer amount of

US (plenty of more aggressive investors

trend, however. Instead, the average

compensation allocated, as well as their

have been left out due to their small

support from shareholders has actually

disclosure. In the US, the performance-

size, but are available online at Proxy

increased over the last three years

link and inappropriate contracts are

Insight).

from 69% to 73%. Unlike PGGM, some

more likely to be the explanation for

investors are clearly seeing enough

Aviva voting down a compensation

Dutch Pension Fund PGGM tops the

improvement to justify less aggressive

policy.

list in both countries, supporting only

voting.

half of Say on Pay votes in the UK last
year, and less than a quarter in the US.

Those concerns can be applied to other
Spotlight on Aviva

Marcel Jeucken, Managing Director

investors too. Willis Towers Watson
UK’s Alex Little says companies in the

for Responsible Investment at PGGM

To demonstrate some of the reasons for

process of changing their pay awards

Investment, has previously told Proxy

votes against remuneration in the UK

are most at risk and should engage

Insight that “Voting against proposals

and US we have analysed the rationale

early. “Non-disclosure of bonus targets

is not something PGGM takes lightly”

provided by Aviva for their votes against

continues to be a red line with investors,”

but adds “we believe it can (and will)

in 2015 at Advisory Remuneration Votes

he says. “If you disclosed little or nothing

improve remuneration practices over

in the UK (sample size: 123) and US (161).

last year, you should consider what can

time.” Their more recent opposition

reasonably be disclosed retrospectively

suggests the pace is slower than it

Several themes suggest themselves.

this year or commit to future disclosure

would wish.

UK companies are more likely to face

– or be prepared to fight your corner.”
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“COMPANIES ANTICIPATING CLOSE SCRUTINY THAT DO NOT
PROACTIVELY DISCUSS AND DISCLOSE THE RELATIONSHIP
BETWEEN PAY AND PERFORMANCE TO THEIR SHAREHOLDERS
MAY FIND THAT THIS CREATES A VOID.”

“

We’ve seen
low votes or
negative voting
recommendations
from ISS/IVIS where
there has been
an unexplained or
unjustified reduction
in LTIP targets, a
perceived misalignment
of performance and
pay outcomes, or
where companies have
been given insufficient
retrospective bonus
target disclosure.”

Specific Cases

large base salary because the company
does not utilize an annual cash bonus

Most investors aren’t as aggressive

program this sets a cash compensation

as Aviva and it remains very rare for a

floor that is not subject to performance

company to actually fail its advisory vote.

conditions”.

Indeed, a majority of the top ten largest

equity program maintains a relatively

investors

compensation

short-term focus and the ROIC goal

proposals at least 90% of the time, and

provides for target vesting for below-

only a few companies in the FTSE 100

average relative performance.”

supported

Also

“the

redesigned

and S&P 500 failed theirs last year: Bed
Bath & Beyond, Intertek Group, Oracle

An issue touched on earlier in this piece

and Vertex Pharmaceuticals. Taking a

is highlighted by both these examples;

look at a couple of these in closer detail

investors dislike compensation that

may explain why they failed.

isn’t properly tied to performance.
For

Intertek

a

guaranteed

cash

Intertek was the only FTSE 100

bonus and for Bed Bath & Beyond

company to lose a Say on Pay vote

a modest ROIC goal set the hurdles

last year. Intertek only just failed with

too low. The quantum of CEO pay at

52% votes against and 48% for. The

Bed Bath & Beyond was clearly also

voting of the ten largest investors

a problem, failing both internal and

reflects how close this was—of the

external comparisons. Calvert also

nine that voted, four were against and

mentions the issue of overly short-term

five were for. Unsurprisingly, the likes

focus in compensation. “Companies

of Fidelity Worldwide and Goldman

anticipating close scrutiny that do

Sachs opposed the proposal while the

not proactively discuss and disclose

generally less aggressive Vanguard

the relationship between pay and

supported it.

performance to their shareholders may
find that this creates a void,” says Kroll.

A number of investors provided a

“This will be particularly important

rationale for rejecting the proposal.

in years in which a company’s total

Calvert Investment Management was

shareholder return (TSR) is lagging.”

among many shareholders citing a
guaranteed bonus of £560,000 and

The push in recent years for companies

signing-on bonus of £5 million for new

to extend LTIP performance measures

CEO André Lacroix.

beyond the minimum of three years
highlights frustration over this, and

Bed Bath & Beyond received the

many other issues are coming to the

highest level of opposition to its Say on

fore. As Little points out, “So far this

Pay of S&P 500 companies, with 65%

reporting season, we’ve seen low votes

votes against. Based on the length of

or negative voting recommendations

Calvert’s rationale alone, there were

from ISS/IVIS where there has been an

plenty of issues at this company. These

unexplained or unjustified reduction in

included: “The magnitude of CEO pay

LTIP targets, a perceived misalignment

exceeds the 75th percentile of the

of performance and pay outcomes,

company’s peer group. The CEO’s total

or

pay exceeds 4 times the average NEO

insufficient retrospective bonus target

pay” and “The CEO received a very

disclosure.”

where

companies

have

given
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“COMPANIES SHOULD NOT BE COMPLACENT AND
MUST ENSURE THAT THEY PROVIDE ADEQUATE
INFORMATION TO SHAREHOLDERS.”

“

A pay program
that is optimally
aligned to
business
performance is
important.”

Simply put, while many investors have

Willis Towers Watson UK

a robust process for determining

Alex Little, Senior Consultant

how they will vote on say-on-pay
resolutions, companies should not

Given economic realities, companies

be complacent and must ensure that

may

they provide adequate information to

targets. Where this is the case, we

shareholders to inform their say-on-

recommend devoting more time and

pay vote decisions.

effort this year to ensuring a strong

What the experts think

be

justified

explanation
Hugessen Consulting

As well as looking at what investor’s

based

in

reducing

on

forecast

performance.

Michelle Tan, Principal

rationale says about compensation

Incremental
the

world

becomes

improvements

look

we have asked some industry experts

As

more

as if they will continue to win you

why they think investors have started

connected and transparent, investors

brownie points. If making changes

to vote more aggressively and ways

are better informed than ever before

to arrangements, we recommend

that companies might avoid the

and are more comfortable opposing

engaging early with key shareholders

embarrassment of a receiving a

say on pay votes where they have

to understand their concerns and

negative vote on pay.

concerns, there is also a growing

incorporate their feedback.

willingness to import and export what
Say on Pay Voting continues to be a

investors see as better practices

Willis Towers Watson US

hot topic with more investors willing

from one market to another.

James Kroll, Director

are investors getting stricter or are

What should issuers do to avoid the

Two actions can help companies.

issuers failing in their disclosure

embarrassment of a negative vote

First, communicate with shareholders

or simply paying their boards too

on pay?

well in advance of the proxy season

to vote against. Why is this the case–

much?

about important pay actions and
Korn Ferry – HayGroup

design elements to open a line of

Willis Towers Watson UK

Tony Wu, Principal and Reward

communication.

Alex Little, Senior Consultant

Services Leader

the

Negative voting seems to continue to

A pay program that is optimally

in

centre on pay and performance and,

aligned to business performance is

Discussion and Analysis (CD&A).

in particular, ensuring performance

important, but you can’t ignore the

targets are sufficiently stretching

shareholder landscape in a post Say-

Hugessen Consulting

and pay outs are warranted.

on-Pay era. Continuous shareholder

Michelle Tan, Principal

feedback

Second,
received

ensure
and

key

points discussed are easily found

outreach

and

the

company’s

Compensation

appropriate

Willis Towers Watson US

responsiveness

shareholder

Engaging directly with shareholders

James Kroll, Director

feedback as well as testing of the

to understand their concerns and

pay program against proxy voting

educate them on the company’s pay

For those companies experiencing

guidelines

important

philosophy and program is the single

challenging say-on-pay votes, we

considerations

successfully

most effective proactive action a

have

avoid a negative shareholder voting

observed

institutional
refined

their

that

the

investors
voting

largest
have

outcome.

will

to

all
to

Equally

be

important

company can undertake.

may

procedures

also be detailed explanations within

to take a closer look at pay and,

the CD&A rationalizing the “why”

specifically, the alignment of pay and

on any potentially controversial pay

performance.

practices.
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News summary
A round-up of the latest developments in proxy voting.



News

Corp

faces

shareholder

opposition
Murdoch’s

News

Corp

confronting

an

attempt

is

again

despite changes made since 24.68%

Trust) 39.4 percent of voting power,

of investors voted against, said chief

while only owning approximately 14

investment officer David Macri.

percent of the company. This high

its

concentration of voting stock makes

The

the

it very difficult to build up enough

Association will vote also against the

company’s dual-class structure after

support to pass proposals that News

remuneration report and a resolution

the motion to remove the structure

Corp does itself not support.

on the granting of performance rights

shareholders

to

by

indirectly (through the Murdoch Family

eliminate

narrowly failed at last year’s AGM 49.5% votes supporting the motion.
Like last year the Nathan Cummings
Foundation

will

be

the

driving

force behind a new non-binding
shareholder

proposal,

co-filed

by

Hermes Equity Ownership. This new
motion will attempt to introduce a
voting structure at News Corp that
corresponds to one vote per share.

“

divided

Shareholders’

to CEO Rick Francis, and has yet to

urged the
board to
improve
disclosure on
its short-term incentive
scheme.”

Advisers
Director of shareholder activities at

Australian

announce its position on Mr Dunphy
and Mr Rhodes.
Glass Lewis has meanwhile supported
management,

recommending

that

investors vote for the remuneration
report and oppose the two external
nominees. However, its report to
clients criticised the “high increase

over

Spark

Infrastructure

in fixed remuneration,” among other
issues, and urged the board to

the Nathan Cummings Foundation,

improve disclosure on its short-term

Laura Campos, has declared that

ISS has said it will support one of

she has again written to News Corp

two, self-nominated, former Credit

in order to ask it to address its dual-

Suisse bankers, James Dunphy, while

class structure. In reply the company

Australian Ethical Investment and the

has agreed to meet Ms Campos to

Australian Shareholders’ Association

Glass

talk about her concerns regarding

are still considering whether to back

that

the voting structure. Speaking about

his bid and fellow nominee Michael

the discharge of co-CEO Juergen

the new proposal, Ms Campos says

Rhodes.

Fitschen for his performance last

she is “hopeful that the increase in

incentive scheme.
Glass Lewis opposes Deutsche CEO

year.
recommendations

of

Lewis

has

shareholders

Citing

recommended
vote

oversight

against

concerns,

the amount of support will drive it

The

these

Glass Lewis said shareholders should

home for ... [News Corp] that this is

groups are increasing pressure on the

not approve of Fitschen as well as

something that shareholders really

Spark board, which is already under

former executives Anshu Jain, Stefan

want to address”.

scrutiny after barely avoiding a “first

Krause,

Stephan

Leithner,

Henry

strike” on remuneration at last year’s

Ritchotte and Stuart Lewis, who have

The division of News Corp stock

AGM. Australian Ethical Investment

all left since Chief Executive John

into Class A and Class B allows the

will “more than likely” oppose the

Cryan took over in July.

Murdoch family to control directly and

remuneration report at the AGM,
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“CANADIAN COMPANIES HAVE HAD TO
CONFRONT CONSIDERABLE SHAREHOLDER
ANGER OVER EXECUTIVE PAY.”

PIRC

also

endorsing
board

recommended
Deutsche

members.

not

Bank’s

Glass

Kingspan

faces

opposition

from

shareholders over pay

shareholder anger over executive pay
practices. Although early in the year,

Lewis

an analysis of Canada’s twenty biggest

recommended shareholders should

Nearly a third (32%) of shareholder

companies illustrated a slight increase

vote for a special audit to investigate

votes were cast against Kingspan’s

in votes against on say-on-pay in

whether management at the lender

executive

the

2016. The largest vote against so far

breached obligations on various

company’s AGM. Kingspan’s chief

this year is the failure of Canadian

legal and regulatory matters, ISS

executive, Gene Murtagh, contends

Pacific Railway Ltd’s say-on-pay, with

also supported the special audit.

that it was likely a mid-year change

50.1% of shareholder votes being cast

ISS,

to an executive bonus scheme that

against.

however,

shareholders

recommended

approve

of

the

management board.
Shareholder revolt at Man Group
Almost 40 percent of shareholder
votes were cast against Man Group’s
remuneration report. Moreover, 77.5
million votes were abstained on the
report (6.8 percent of the total votes)
- the highest abstention of any of
the other AGM proposals. Although
rationales for the large vote against

pay

packages

at

precipitated such a large amount
of shareholders to vote against the

Despite the slight decline in average

company’s executive pay packages.

support

“

for

Canadian

say-on-pay

votes in 2016 compared to 2015,

Votes against
were likely due
to the linkage
between
pay and
performance.”

Canadian companies in the S&P/TSX
60 index have nevertheless recorded
a median support of 94.6 percent.
There are however small pockets
of

discontent.

Examples

include

Goldcorp Inc and Teck Resources,
which received 22.3 percent and 25.3
percent votes against respectively for
their say-on-pays.

are too early to confirm, the revolt

The bonus scheme in question is

could be at least in part due to a

a deferred plan which endeavours

Professor

10% rise in CEO Manny Roman’s

to reward executive directors for

corporate governance issues at York

salary.

achieving higher growth than the

University, said that he was surprised

targets set by a separate performance-

by the vote at Canadian Pacific Railway

related bonus. The bonus is capped at

Ltd, but also suggested that the votes

50 percent of salary and is deferred

against were likely due to the linkage

for two years and given as shares.

between

In

a

statement

declared:

the

“Each

year,

remuneration

committee

and

feedback

reviews

company
the
invites
received

Leblanc,

pay

and

specialist

in

performance,

especially when remuneration at blue

from shareholders on the group’s

A

spokesman

for

the

company

remuneration structure and practice

declared, “following a record year in

in the light of the changing market

2015, during which the company’s

place and Man Group’s evolving

earnings per share increased by 70

strategy and development. We will

percent, and the total dividend to

23% of shareholders voted against the

continue our efforts to engage with

shareholders rose by 54 percent, we

company’s remuneration report and

our shareholders and take account

are pleased that over 68 percent of

18% voted against the remuneration

of their views in the coming year.

our shareholders have voted in favour

policy after CEO Rakesh Kapoor was

In addition, the chairman of the

of the policy.”

awarded a £23m pay package. The

remuneration committee welcomes
the

opportunity

to

discuss

the

outcome of the vote on remuneration

Investor revolt at Reckitt Benckiser

pharmaceutical

company

received

Canadian companies face opposition

some criticism ahead of the AGM with

over say-on-pay

Royal London announcing its intention to

matters with any shareholder who
wishes to do so.”

chip companies is particularly high.

vote against and proxy adviser Manifest
So far in 2016 Canadian companies

awarding the company its second

have had to confront considerable

lowest rating of ‘E’ for compensation.
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“72% OF INVESTORS HAVE VOTED AGAINST
ENGINEERING COMPANY WEIR GROUP’S BINDING
REMUNERATION POLICY.”

“

The reason
for such high
opposition
was because
directors were set to
receive some share
awards in which
vesting was not subject
to the achievement
of performance
conditions.”

Mr Kapoor is the second-highest

some share awards in which vesting

paid boss in the FTSE 100 with his

was not subject to the achievement

pay nearly doubling last year to

of performance conditions.

£23m. Most of this came from the
vesting of a three-year incentive plan

Due to the binding nature of this

worth £18m. Mr Kapoor got most

proposal the company will have to go

of the shares allocated in 2012 and

back to the drawing board for another

stock has risen 70 per cent since

vote, probably at next year’s annual

then, adding £11.6m to the value of

meeting. Both ISS and Glass Lewis

his shares and options.

recommended that shareholders vote
against the proposal.

Shareholders vote against Exelon
say-on-pay
Exelon

Shire just passes remuneration report
shareholders

voted

Shire has just passed its remuneration

overwhelmingly against (62%) the

report by the narrowest of margins,

company’s compensation package

only 50.55% of votes being in favour

in their advisory say-on-pay vote.

of the pay of Chief Executive Officer

This

Flemming Ornskov and other senior

followed

ISS

recommending

that Exelon shareholders oppose the

Shire executives.

company’s 2015 compensation.
In response to the result of its
ISS justified their recommendation

remuneration

report

to vote against by underlining the

spokesman

company’s easy goals set for its

firmly committed to a constructive

performance targets. These allowed

and appropriate dialogue to fully

Exelon CEO, Chris Crane, to earn

understand shareholder views as we

last year nearly $16 million in cash,

compete in a global market place”. 

said

“We

a

Shire
remain

stock and other rewards. According
to ISS: “Exelon’s stock performance
lagged many of its peers over the
last

three-

to

five-year

periods.

However, nearly every component of
CEO pay increased during FY2015
and incentive awards, both long and
short, were earned at above-target
levels and based on nearly flat or
lowered performance goals.”
Investors oppose Weir’s remuneration
policy
72% of investors have voted against
engineering company, Weir Group’s
binding

remuneration

policy.

The

reason for such high opposition was
because directors were set to receive
15

